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Abstract We examine the role of the magnetosheath in solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling using the Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms plasma and
magnetic ﬁeld observations in the magnetosheath together with OMNI solar wind data and auroral
electrojet recordings from the International Monitor for Auroral Geomagnetic Eﬀects (IMAGE)magnetometer
chain. We demonstrate that the electric ﬁeld and Poynting ﬂux reaching the magnetopause are not linear
functions of the electric ﬁeld and Poynting ﬂux observed in the solar wind: the electric ﬁeld and Poynting
ﬂux at the magnetopause during higher driving conditions are lower than those predicted from a linear
function. We also show that the Poynting ﬂux normal to the magnetopause is linearly correlated with the
directly driven part of the auroral electrojets in the ionosphere. This indicates that the energy entering
the magnetosphere in the form of the Poynting ﬂux is directly responsible for driving the electrojets.
Furthermore, we argue that the polar cap potential saturation discussed in the literature is associated
with the way solar wind plasma gets processed during the bow shock crossing and motion within the
magnetosheath.
1. Introduction
Geomagnetic activity in the ionosphere and magnetosphere is driven by energy extracted from the solar
wind. This energy is largely transferred throughmagnetic reconnection process [Dungey, 1961], which allows
electromagnetic energy in the form of Poynting ﬂux to enter themagnetosphere through themagnetopause
boundary [Palmroth et al., 2003]. In addition, a smaller and less variable portion of the energy enters through
a variety of viscous processes [Axford and Hines, 1961], of which Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the boundary
[Nykyri and Otto, 2001; Kavosi and Rader, 2015] or kinetic Alfvén waves [Johnson and Cheng, 1997] are most
dominant.
In light of the above, the key parameters controlling the energy input into themagnetosphere at themagne-
topause are the electric ﬁeld (E = −V × B) component parallel to the magnetopause governing the recon-
nection rate [Vasyliunas, 1975] and the Poynting ﬂux (S=E×B∕𝜇0) component normal to themagnetopause
[Rosenqvist et al., 2008; Anekallu et al., 2011] that accounts for most of the energy entry. However, due to lack
of continuousmeasurements in themagnetosheath and the diﬃculty of obtaining suﬃcient spatial coverage
along the magnetopause, most solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling studies resort to using the
solar wind measurements upstream of the bow shock as the driving parameters.
In the ionosphere, the response is most often characterized by magnetic observations giving an indication
of the intensity of the westward and eastward large-scale electrojets [Kauristie et al., 1996] or the polar cap
potential [Troshichev et al., 1988]. While the eastward electrojet responds mostly to direct solar wind driv-
ing changing the Region 1 currents ﬂowing to and from the ionosphere, the westward electrojet contains an
additional component driven by substorm current wedge currents coupling to the nightside magnetotail
[Baker et al., 1996]. Thus, the eastward electrojet is a measure of the response to the solar wind variations,
while the westward electrojet gives an indication of the level of magnetotail activity. The most widely used
proxy of the polar cap potential is the northern polar cap index derived from the Thulemagnetometer record-
ings, while more direct measurements of the polar cap potential can be made by ionospheric radars [Milan,
2004] or by low-altitude satellites [Ahn et al., 1992]. In this paper we use the International Monitor for Auroral
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Geomagnetic Eﬀects (IMAGE) magnetometer chain observations, which cover latitudes from subauroral to
the polar cap, thus giving a comprehensive view of the electrojet intensity in a limited local time sector.
In principle, the solar wind electric ﬁeld creates a potential diﬀerence between dawn and dusk ﬂanks that
maps through the open ﬁeld lines to the polar cap. However, the relationship between the driving solar wind
electric ﬁeld and the ionospheric cross polar potential is not linear throughout the range of driving conditions
[e.g., Reiﬀ et al., 1981]. In particular, several studies have demonstrated that for higher solar wind electric ﬁeld,
the polar cap potential is lower than expected based on a linear function. Diﬀerent studies have produced
varying limit values for the saturation electric ﬁeld [Ridley, 2005], which has led to several proposals for the
saturation mechanism [Siscoe et al., 2004; Borovsky et al., 2009]. Especially, the Alfvén Mach number has been
demonstrated to play a role in the saturation process [Lavraud and Borovsky, 2008; Lopez et al., 2010; Wilder
et al., 2011;Myllys et al., 2016]. For terminology, we note that the term “polar cap saturation” does not neces-
sarily indicate saturation in an engineering sense (a strict limiting value above which the response remains
constant) but a decreased response of the ionospheric cross polar potential to the solar wind electric ﬁeld.
Pulkkinenetal. [2007] note another typeof nonlinearity in the solarwind-magnetosphere coupling: They show
that for the same value of the driving electric ﬁeld (EY =−VBZ ), amagnetic ﬁeld-solar wind speed combination
in which the speed is higher produces a stronger response in the ionosphere. Pulkkinen et al. [2007] point out
that this might be caused by diﬀerences in the ways the plasma parameters change as the solar wind crosses
the bow shock. This idea is supported by thewealth ofmagnetosheath observations from the Time History of
Events andMacroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS)mission demonstrating the complex relation-
ship between the solar wind plasma upstream of the bow shock and the magnetosheath plasma conditions
[Dimmock et al., 2014].
In this paper, we examine the role of the magnetosheath in the coupling process using solar wind mea-
surements, THEMIS magnetosheath observations, and IMAGE magnetometer chain data from the auroral
zone. Section 2 describes the data and usedmethodology, section 3 presents the solar wind-magnetosheath
correlation, while section 4 focuses on coupling to the ionosphere. Section 5 concludes with discussion.
2. Data and Methods
Weusedata from theﬁve-spacecraft THEMISmission [Angelopoulos, 2008] from theperiod2008–2015 (http://
themis.ssl.berkeley.edu/index.shtml). Magnetic ﬁeld measurements are provided by the ﬂuxgate magne-
tometer instrument [Auster and Glassmeier, 2008], whereas the plasma velocity, density, and pressure mea-
surements come from the THEMIS on board moments from the electrostatic analyzer instrument [McFadden
et al., 2008]. We use data from all ﬁve satellites during the minimum between solar cycles 23 and 24 and the
rising and maximum phases of solar cycle 24.
In order to analyze the magnetosheath statistical properties as a function of upstream solar wind conditions,
we examine the THEMIS observations in the magnetosheath interplanetary medium (MIPM) reference frame
[Verigin et al., 2006]. In this frame the êx axis is oriented antiparallel to the upstream solar wind ﬂow and the êy
axis is perpendicular to the êx axis with the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) vector in the êx-êy plane. Thus,
each point is rotated around the Sun-Earth line to the plane of the IMF, reducing the three-dimensional data
set to a two-dimensional plane. In this representation, the quasi-parallel shock is always on the “dawn” side,
while the quasi-perpendicular shock is on the “dusk” side. The radial fractional distance is measured from 0 at
themagnetopause to 1 at the bow shock. The bow shock position is calculated from themodel by Verigin et al.
[2001] and themagnetopause position from themodel by Shue et al. [1998]. This coordinate systemorganizes
the THEMIS observations in relation to position relative to magnetopause and bow shock locations as well as
the IMF Parker spiral orientation [Dimmock and Nykyri, 2013].
Figure 1a shows the magnetosheath electric ﬁeld component parallel to the magnetopause E∥,MS(= −VMS ×
BMS)∥ in themagnetosheath. The parallel componentwas computed by taking the component tangent to the
modelmagnetopause at the locationof theobservationand shows thevalueof theelectric ﬁeld (inmV/m). For
reference, typical solar wind values produce electric ﬁelds of a fewmV/m (e.g., BZ=−5 nT and VX =−400 km/s
→ EY =2mV/m). Figure 1b shows the electric ﬁeld values near themagnetopause obtained by computing the
average value close to themagnetopause (here deﬁned to bewithin 20%of themagnetosheath thickness) as
a function of the angle fromnoondirection (positive toward afternoon local times). Note that due to theMIPM
frame used, the magnetopause and shock locations show the average locations over the observed period,
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Figure 1. (a) Magnetosheath electric ﬁeld parallel to the model magnetopause (E∥,MS) from THEMIS observations in
the MIPM frame (color coded). (b) Parallel electric ﬁeld near the magnetopause as function of angle from noon
(positive toward afternoon local times).
and each measurement is shown in a bin that places it in the correct position with respect to distance to the
bow shock and magnetopause.
The IMAGE magnetometer network consists of about 30 magnetometer stations maintained by 10 institutes
from Estonia, Finland, Germany, Norway, Poland, Russia, and Sweden (http://space.fmi.ﬁ/image/). The sta-
tions cover geographic latitudes from 58∘ to 79∘ geographic latitude (from Tartu in Estonia to Ny Ålesund in
Svalbard) and between 10∘ and 30∘ Eastern longitude. The IMAGEmagnetometer network records variations
in the geomagnetic ﬁeld at 10 s cadence [Tanskanen, 2009].
Amm [1997] and Amm and Viljanen [1999] developed a method for expressing the ground magnetic ﬁeld
variations in terms of ionospheric currents. Using this methodology and the IMAGE magnetometer chain
observations, we compute the latitudinal proﬁle of the equivalent current density in the auroral zone. The
baseline is subtractedby selectingmanually aquiet timeperiod for eachday. The total current in thewestward
and eastward electrojets ﬂowing through the network longitude is calculated by integration of the current
proﬁle over the abovementioned range of latitudes. The equivalent currents are based on the total horizontal
variation ﬁeld on the ground, so the eﬀect of telluric currents is not subtracted. However, their contribu-
tion to the total variation during substorms is typically around 20%, which does not cause a signiﬁcant bias
[Tanskanenetal., 2001]. Furthermore, the local IU and IL indices are computed in awayanalogous to the auroral
electrojet upper and lower (AU, AL) indices at 1 min temporal resolution [Tanskanen et al., 2002].
While these indices can be computed for all local times, the interpretation of the measurements to represent
the global eastward and westward electrojet intensity maxima requires the chain to be in an adequate local
time position. The IL index has been shown to correlate well with the global AL index in the local time sector
2000–0400 MLT, which corresponds to roughly 1800–0200 UT [Kauristie et al., 1996]. Within that time range,
due to the latitudinal coverage of the network, the IL index gives a better indication of the substorm intensity.
Similarly, the eastward electrojet response to the IU index is clearly visible when the network is in the dusk
sector, roughly 1600–2000 UT. In the following, we limit the analysis of themidnight sector westward electro-
jet using the westward electrojet values during 2000–2400 UT (about 2200–0200 h local time) and eastward
electrojet values during 1600–2000 UT (about 1800–2200 h local time) to ensure that the IMAGE chain is
accurately capturing the maximum auroral electrojet activity.
Figure 2a shows a sample of IMAGEmagnetometer data in keogram format. TheX component of themagnetic
ﬁeld at eachof the 31 stations on5April 2014 at 1200–2400UT is showncolor coded. Figure 2b shows the total
eastwardandwestwardelectrojet current through the central longitudeof the chain (21.1∘ Eastern longitude).
The solar wind driver properties upstream of the bow shock are examined using the OMNI data set com-
piled at National Space Science Data Center (http://spdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/). The data set provides the solar wind
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Figure 2. (a) Magnetic ﬁeld X component from the IMAGE magnetometer chain on 5 April 2014, 1200–2400 UT
(color coded). (b) Eastward (EEJ) and westward (WEJ) electrojet total current through the central longitude of the
chain for the same time period.
plasma density and velocity, the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld, and other parameters recorded by a variety
of spacecraft. Time delays from the satellite position to the subsolar magnetopause are accounted for by
appropriate propagation of the observations (see King [2005] for data processing and propagationmethods).
3. Magnetosheath Saturation
The orbital coverage of the THEMISmission is such that it takes 12months to gather suﬃcient data to produce
amap such as shown in Figure 1a. We produce partially overlappingmaps of 12month averages, which allow
us to look at the long-term evolution of the magnetosheath properties at 3 month cadence. Averages of the
magnetic ﬁeld (B), velocity (V), density (N), electric ﬁeld (E), Poynting ﬂux (S = E × B∕𝜇0 where 𝜇0 is vacuum
permeability), and plasma 𝛽(=2p𝜇0∕B2 where p is the plasma pressure) are evaluated at the magnetopause
for each interval by taking an average between −75∘<𝜃MIPM<−15∘ and 15∘<𝜃MIPM<75∘ to avoid the region
near local noon and near the terminators, where the uneven data coverage produces large scatter to the
averages. In this way, the magnetosheath plasma observations for any given period are reduced to a single
number representing themagnetopause average. Figure 3b shows theplasmaparameters fromTHEMIS in the
magnetosheath averaged in the way discussed above during 2008–2015. Figure 3a show the corresponding
solar wind and interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld parameters processed in an analogous way for the same time
period.While it is clear that overall themagnetopause values follow quite well the solar wind variations in this
averaged sense, in the following we examine in more detail the correlations between the parameters.
Figure 4 shows the correlationof the solarwindvalueswith themagnetopause averagesusingdata in Figure 3.
The data points markedwith gray show periods when the solar wind electric ﬁeld average exceeds 1.8mV/m,
picking the stronger driving periods mainly toward the end of our study period (i.e., during solar maximum
conditions). It is clear that for low level of driving, there is a good linear correlation between solar wind and
magnetopause values. However, for the more active periods, the magnetopause values seem to saturate
such that higher solar wind driver values no longer produce higher driving at the magnetopause. While the
saturation eﬀect is not clearly visible in the speed or magnetic ﬁeld correlations, it is very notable when look-
ing at the parameters controlling the energy input into the magnetosphere, namely, the electric ﬁeld parallel
to the boundary and the Poynting ﬂux normal to the magnetopause.
In order to examine whether the magnetosheath saturation discussed above is reﬂected in the ionospheric
measurements, we examine the long-term correlations of the IMAGE measurements with the solar wind and
magnetosheath averages. Figure 5 shows correlations of the solar wind and magnetopause driving parame-
ters (electric ﬁeld and Poynting ﬂux) with the ionospheric response (westward and eastward electrojets). The
IMAGE magnetometer measurements are averaged to 3 month averages for winter (December–February),
spring (March–May), summer (June–August), and fall (September–November) using only the time periods
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Figure 3. The 12 month sliding averages at 3 month cadence of solar wind and magnetopause plasma parameters.
(a) Solar wind density (N), speed (V), magnetic ﬁeld (B), electric ﬁeld (E), Poynting ﬂux (S), and Alfvén Mach number (MA).
(b) Magnetopause density, speed, magnetic ﬁeld, electric ﬁeld parallel to the magnetopause, Poynting ﬂux normal to
the magnetopause, and plasma 𝛽 (for computation of the averages see text).
16–20UT for theeastwardelectrojet and20–24UT for thewestwardelectrojet. Similarly to Figure4, thepoints
with solar wind electric ﬁeld exceeding 1.8 mV/m are shown gray. In all cases, the correlation coeﬃcients are
higher for the magnetopause—ionosphere correlation than for the corresponding solar wind—ionosphere
correlation. This is true for all solar wind parameters (not shown). Especially, the westward electrojet correla-
tions show the saturation in the solar wind-ionosphere correlations, which is removed when examining the
magnetopause driver correlation with the ionospheric response.
4. Seasonal Variability in the Ionosphere
The IMAGE magnetometer measurements contain strong seasonal variability [Pulkkinen et al., 2011]. We
therefore examine each season separately, looking at the winter (December–February), spring (March–May),
summer (June–August), and fall (September–November) values as 3month averages. In thisway, it is possible
to distinguish characteristic annual variations as well as seasonal variations around equinox and solstice con-
ditions. Figure 6 shows the3month averages of the electrojet values (usingonly the timeperiods 16–20UT for
the eastward electrojet and 20–24 UT for the westward electrojet) with seasons color coded and the sunspot
number indicating the solar activity shown gray in the background (not to scale). The eastward electrojet val-
ues show a clear annual variability on top of a slower solar cycle variation with higher summer values caused
by the increased luminosity and ionization in the ionosphere. The westward electrojet variations are more
complex, exhibiting responses to the varying geomagnetic activity conditions as well as the semiannual vari-
ability with higher fall and spring values associated with the Russell-McPherron eﬀect [Russell andMcPherron,
1973]. The maximum disturbances in electrojets occur during the declining phase of the solar cycle.
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Figure 4. Solar wind versus magnetopause plasma parameters. (left column) Density (N), speed (V), and magnetic ﬁeld
(B). (right column) Solar wind electric ﬁeld (E) and Poynting ﬂux (S); the magnetosheath electric ﬁeld and Poynting ﬂux
values are components parallel and normal to the boundary, respectively. Alfvén Mach number (MA) versus
magnetopause plasma 𝛽 . Points with driving solar wind electric ﬁeld ESW≥1.8 mV/m are shown in gray.
Figure 5.Westward electrojet current (20–24 UT) and eastward electrojet current (16–20 UT) averages as function of solar wind and magnetopause electric ﬁeld
(E) and Poynting ﬂux (S). Points with driving solar wind electric ﬁeld ESW ≥ 1.8 mV/m are shown in gray.
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Figure 6. Eastward electrojet current (16–20 UT) and westward electrojet current (20–24 UT) averaged to 3 month
averages centered around equinoxes and solstices. Winter values are shown in dark blue, summer values in red, fall
values with bright blue, and spring values in orange. The sunspot number (not to scale) is shown with the gray shading.
The scatter especially in the eastward electrojet case in Figure 5 is partially due to the signiﬁcant seasonal vari-
ability evident in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the correlations similar to Figure 5 but with the seasons color coded
with the same colors as in Figure 6 with bright and dark blue denoting fall and winter values and orange and
red denoting spring and summer values. The ﬁgure clearly shows that the winter values are best organized
and show a good linear correlation with the Poynting ﬂux for both eastward and westward electrojets. The
spring and summer values show much more scatter, which partially is associated with the fact that as dis-
cussed above, the overall activity in the electrojets is stronger at these times and hence also the variability is
larger. However, part of the scatter may also originate from the baseline method, which does not remove the
regular diurnal variation caused by ionospheric ionization due to solar radiation. The strong annual variability
is responsible for almost all the scatter in the eastward electrojet-magnetopause Poynting ﬂux correlation.
Figure 7.Westward electrojet current (20–24 UT) and eastward electrojet current (16–20 UT) averages as function of solar wind and magnetosheath electric
ﬁeld (E) and Poynting ﬂux (S). Winter values are shown in dark blue, summer values in red, fall values with bright blue, and spring values in orange.
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Figure 8. (top) Eastward electrojet current (16–20 UT) and westward electrojet current (20–24 UT) averaged to 3 month averages centered around equinoxes
and solstices. Winter values are shown in dark blue, summer values in red, fall values with bright blue, and spring values in orange thin lines. The ﬁlled circles
indicate a best ﬁt of the form yﬁt,s=as + bsys for all seasons s using the winter values as baseline. (bottom) Westward electrojet current (20–24 UT) and eastward
electrojet current (16–20 UT) averages as function of solar wind and magnetosheath Poynting ﬂux (S). The seasons are color coded as above. The correlation
coeﬃcients are shown at the bottom right corner, and a best ﬁt linear ﬁt is indicated for the magnetopause–ionosphere comparisons.
In order to remove the scatter caused by the annual and/or seasonal variations arising, e.g., from the iono-
spheric illumination conditions, we examine each season as independent time series. Figure 8 (top) shows
the original seasonal values as solid thin lines. The dashed lines of the same color show a linear ﬁt to the data
(see Table 1). The ﬁlled circles with thick solid line below shows the diﬀerence of the measured value and the
linear ﬁt (EEJs − linﬁt(EEJs); WEJs − linﬁt(WEJs) for all seasons s), combining all seasons to the same data series.
It is clear that for the eastward electrojet, the annual variability can be largely removed by thismethod. On the
other hand, the semiannual and other driver-dependent variability in the westward electrojet is not removed
by this procedure.
Figure 8 (bottom) show the correlations of the electrojet current with linear trends removed (data with
ﬁlled circles in Figure 8, top) with the Poynting ﬂux in the solar wind and the Poynting ﬂux incident at the
magnetopause. Comparison of the correlation coeﬃcients with those in Figure 7 shows that subtracting the
Table 1. Linear Trends Removed From Seasonal Values in Figure 8
(EJﬁt,s=as + bs(Times(years) − 1994) for All Seasons s) for Both
Eastward Electrojet (EEJ) and Westward Electrojet (WEJ)
Season as,EEJ bs,EEJ as,WEJ bs,WEJ
Spring 0.11 0.00041 0.24 −0.0054
Summer 0.14 0.00053 0.15 −0.0016
Fall 0.08 −0.00061 0.23 −0.0048
Winter 0.07 −0.00092 0.19 −0.0032
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linear trends produces a signiﬁcant improvement for the eastward electrojet, while the scatter in the westard
electrojet remains large and the correlation coeﬃcients remain quite low. However, both eastward and wes-
tard electrojet intensity saturates at higher Poynting ﬂux values when the Poynting ﬂux is calculated using
upstream solar wind values. Such saturation is absent when Poynting ﬂux is estimated using magnetosheath
values incident at the magnetopause. Figure 7 (right) showing the correlation between the eastward elec-
trojet and the magnetopause Poynting ﬂux quite clearly indicates a close linear relationship between the
electromagnetic energy input through the magnetopause with the electrojet activity in the ionosphere.
5. Discussion
In this paper,wedemonstrate that the energy input from themagnetosheath through themagnetopause into
the magnetosphere is not linearly dependent on the energy incident in the solar wind upstream of the bow
shock. Our results show that energy access to the vicinity of the magnetopause is reduced when the driving
solarwind electric ﬁeld and Poynting ﬂux increase, leading to a situationwhere higher solarwind driving does
not produce equally higher energy input into the magnetosphere. Again, we emphasize that these results
cannot be used to prove the existence of a ﬁxed “saturation value” that would be a strict upper limit on the
energy entry to themagnetopause. On the other hand, we show that the Poynting ﬂux at the magnetopause
is linearly correlated with the directly driven auroral electrojets. The conclusion from these results is that the
polar cap saturation is associated with processes in the magnetosheath and at the bow shock.
Earlier works have addressed the following mechanisms for the polar cap potential saturation: weakening
of the magnetopause reconnection through reducing the merging line length [Raeder and Lu, 2005; Ridley,
2005; Kan et al., 2010], limited capacity of the ionosphere to feed Region 1 currents [Siscoe et al., 2002a], the
decreasedmagnetic ﬁeld strength at the daysidemagnetopause due to enhancedRegion 1 currents [Hill et al.,
1976; Siscoe et al., 2002b], or formation of Alfvén wings under lowMach number conditions [e.g., Ridley, 2007;
Kivelson and Ridley, 2008]. Our results indicate saturation of the electric ﬁeld occurs as the plasma and mag-
netic ﬁeld traverse the bow shock and themagnetosheath, which decreases themagnetopause reconnection
rate and energy entry to values lower than onewould expect based on the upstream solar wind observations.
On the other hand, we did not ﬁnd evidence that the energy entry into the ionosphere would be limited by
ionospheric processes, once the energy has gained access into the magnetosphere.
Previous polar cap saturation studies have used the cross polar cap potential to identify saturation events. In
this study, the auroral electrojets are used to indicate the ionospheric responses to solar wind and magneto-
sphere driving, asmeasurements of the polar cap potential are not available for such large data sets as treated
here. While individual events can be obtained from Super Dual Auroral Radar Network, even there the accu-
racy of the measurements strongly depends on the echo quality and the UT of the observation determining
the locations of the radars with respect to the polar cap and auroral electrojets. We have therefore assumed
that the polar cap potential determines the strength of the R1 currents, which in turn determine the intensity
of the driven electrojets. While over short timescales the polar cap potential and electrojet intensitymay have
diﬀerent temporal evolutions, over the longer timescales examined here they are well correlated [Troshichev
et al., 1988; Ahn et al., 1992; Stauning, 2013]
Recently, Myllys et al. [2016] studied solar wind-magnetosphere coupling eﬃciency during magnetic clouds
and the associated turbulent sheath regions and conclude that the polar cap saturation is more prevalent
during the cloud proper (low Mach number plasma) than during the sheath (higher Mach number plasma).
As the Mach number controls the plasma beta in the magnetosheath, this can be explained by the Mach
number dependence on how the solar wind plasma and interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld transfer across the
bow shock: As empirically shown by our results, low solar wind Mach number leads to lower plasma beta
at the magnetopause, which allows magnetic forces to accelerate the plasma in a direction perpendicular
to the magnetic ﬁeld, along the magnetopause [Lavraud and Borovsky, 2008; Lopez et al., 2010]. Consistent
with our results, this would lead to saturation during lower Mach number conditions. Note that due to the
long averaging, we cannot determine the instantaneous value of the Mach number at which the response
changes—we only record the averaged eﬀects embedding the changes in the response.
While the solarwind-magnetosphere couplinghas been extensively studied in thepast, any correlation exam-
inations are hampered by nonideal observations that cause large scatter in any data. Ionospheric electrojets
are often characterized by auroral electrojet indices, which cover all local times but only a limited range of
latitudes thus leading to underestimation of the electrojet current in conditions where themeasuring station
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is not directly underneath the peak of the current. Latitudinal magnetometer chains such as IMAGE allow not
only estimation of themaximum current but also the total current, as undermost conditions the chain covers
the range of latitudes where the electrojet resides. However, the limitations of such chains include limited
local time coverage as well as signiﬁcant seasonal variations that come from the varying illumination condi-
tions aﬀecting the state of the ionosphere [Newell et al., 2010; Lyatsky et al., 2001]. Here we have limited our
study to the local time sectors where the IMAGE chain has a good vantage point to measure the eastward
andwestward electrojets and has used a simplemethod of subtracting a linear trend from the data to remove
the seasonal eﬀects. This led to substantial improvements in the input-output correlations between themag-
netopause energy input and the electrojet total current. Note also that we use midnight sector westward
electrojet data from 22 to 02 LT in order to maximally include the eﬀects of the substorm-associated activity,
which also responds to increased driving (and hence correlates with Polar Cap index potential). However, use
of morning sector westward electrojet (02–06 LT) leads to very similar results (not shown); the morning and
midnight electrojets have high correlation with the former having a slightly lower intensity but similar trends
over the timescales discussed in this paper [Pulkkinen et al., 2011].
The THEMIS ﬁve-spacecraft mission has produced a comprehensive set of observations within the terrestrial
magnetosheath covering a signiﬁcant portion of a solar cycle and all regions of the magnetosheath in
a uniform manner. This data set allows us to examine both the spatial and temporal variations in the
magnetosheath properties under diﬀerent solar wind and interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld driving conditions.
Earlier studies have demonstrated the dependence of the dawn-dusk asymmetries on the solar wind driver
[Dimmock et al., 2015] and the variations in the magnetosheath conditions under high and low solar wind
speed [Pulkkinen et al., 2015]. In this paper, we examine the long-term evolution of the magnetosheath prop-
erties and especially focus on values close to the magnetopause, which allows direct association with the
energy entry processes. This methodology has allowed us to examine the average dependence of the solar
wind parameterswith the conditions at themagnetopause andwith the electrojet intensity in the ionosphere
and thus include a previously missing piece of the chain of processes governing the ionospheric driving.
The solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling and energy entry processes into the magnetosphere
are key to developing understanding of the harmful eﬀects space weather phenomena can cause to man-
made systems in space and on ground. Recent discussion on the topic has dealt with the probability and
eﬀects of extreme events—aiming at estimating the maximum disturbances and the damage that might be
caused following such events [e.g., Cliver and Svalgaard, 2004; Riley, 2012; Baker et al., 2013]. From this point
of view it would be important to understand the ionospheric response under extreme conditions—whether
the response remains linear for all driving values or if their processes would limit the equatorward motion of
the electrojet to someminimum latitude. This is left as a future study.
6. Summary
Using THEMIS, OMNI, and IMAGE magnetometer chain data we analyzed that the electric ﬁeld and Poynting
ﬂux in the solar wind and at the magnetopause. While the relationship between the solar wind electric ﬁeld
and Poynting ﬂux to those observed at the magnetopause is close to linear when the driving electric ﬁeld is
relatively low, this is not true for higher values of the electric ﬁeld. It appears that for large solar wind elec-
tric ﬁeld values, the values reaching the magnetopause are lower than expected from the linear trend. We
furthermore show that similar relationship can be shown between the solar wind electric ﬁeld and the iono-
spheric electrojets.On theotherhand, the relationshipbetween themagnetopauseelectric ﬁeld andPoynting
ﬂux to the ionospheric electrojets is linear throughout the range of examined values. This indicates that the
“saturation” eﬀect takes place in the magnetosheath. We propose that this process is at least partially
responsible for the observed polar cap saturation at high solar wind driving conditions.
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